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Monsta x profile wonho

Company: Starship EntertainmentYears Active: 2015-PresentDebut: 14. 2015Fandom: Mon BebeFan Color: Grey Blue, Dark Blue and PeriwinkleMembers: Shownu, Minhyuk, Kihyun, Hyungwon, Joohoney and I.MPast Members: Wonho (2015-19) Birth Name: Son Hyun WooStage Name: ShownuBirthday: June 18, 1992Position: Leader, Main Dancer, Lead VocalistHeight: 181 cmWeight: 78 kgBlood Type: O-He is from Seoul, South Korea-He is a former JYP trainee-He is friends with GOT7-He was in the D-Unit 'Talk to My Face and Lee Hyori's Bad Girl Birth Name: Lee
My HyukStage Name: MinhyukBirthday: November 3, 1993Position: Vocalist, VisualHeight: 179 cm Weight: 65 kgBlood Type: A-He is from Gwangju, South Korea Birth Name: Yoo Ki HyunStage Name: KihyunBirthday: November 22, 1993Position: Main vocalist Height: 175 cmWeight: 56 kgBlood Type: B Birth Name: Chae Hyung WontageS Name : HyungwonBirthday: January 15, 1994Position: Lead Dancer , Vocalist, VisualHeight: 181 cmWeight: 60 kgBlood Type: O-He is from Gwangju, South Korea Birth Name: Lee Ho JoonLegal Name: Lee Joo HeonStage Name:
JoohoneyBirthday: October 6, 1994Position: Main Rapper, VocalistHeight: 177 cmWeight: 67 kgBlood Type: B-He is from Daegu, South Korea-He grew up in Seoul, South Korea-He is a former member of Nuboyz Click here to see Joohoney solo singles! Birth name: Im Chang KyunStage Name: I.MBirthday: January 26, 1996Position: Maknae, Lead Rapper, VocalistHeight: 175 cmWeight: 63 kgBlood Type: O-He is from Gwangju, South Korea-He lived in Boston, Massachusetts, Us and Israel-He is a former member of the Nu'bility Birth Name: Lee Ho SeokStage Name:
WonhoBirthday: March 1, 1993Position: Lead Vocalist, Lead Dancer, VisualHeight: 177 cmWeight: 73 kgBlood Type: B-He is from Anyang, South Korea-He left the group in 2019 after scandal-He is now a solo artist under Highline Entertianment Click here to see Wonho's solo artist profile! 2015: Trespass, Rush, Hero2016: All In, Stuck, Fighter2017: Beautiful, Shine Forever, Newton, Dramarama 2018: Jealousy, Shoot Out 2019: Alligator, Play It Cool (with Steve Aoki), Who Do U Love (ft. French Montana), Someone's Someone, Find You, Follow, Middle of the Night
2020: You Can't Hold My Heart, Fantasia ✮녕 Loves! ✮: 17. 07. 27. PST } __Avg. ✮__ Okay ladies and gentlemen, here it is. This is the first segment of my Full Guide To Stanning series, and today I will introduce you to Monsta X!!! I posted a poll on both KA and K-Tastic and the overall votes showed that you were most interested in Day6 and MX. I will come to Day6 too, but at least this post will give you an idea of what I mean when I say a FULL GUIDE. I see many posts that introduce groups that are very short and they are good for just getting to know names and
general information / MVs. But we all it's a (sometimes painful and time-consuming) process that goes into really getting to know a group, so I'm here to make it a little easier for you guys. This post is not for the faint of heart, this post is for those of you who are ready to completely fall for Monsta X, so let's just jump right in. It's going to be a wild ride, haha! _____________________Avg✮____________________________________________Blog content ↬ Introduction  ↬ Members Avg. ↬ MVs Avg. ↬ Full Discography Avg. ↬ Reality Shows Avg. ATTENTION: YOU
DON'T HAVE TO DO IT THROUGHOUT THIS BLOG IN ONE DAY! IT'S JUST A RESOURCE FOR YOU TO GET TO KNOW MONSTA X!!! GO AT YOUR OWN PACE! ______________________✮✮ ┘ ✮ ┐
✮________________________________________________________________________________________________┌__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ MONSTA X consists of 7 members: Shownu, Jooheon, Wonho, Kihyun, Minhyuk, Hyungwon and I.M. The group debuted on
14 September 2015. Grace. Their record label is Starship Entertainment. Fandom name is Monbebe (man - bae - bae). It combines the Man of Monsta X with bebe or baby to create the idea that we are Monsta X babies. It takes a while for it to roll off your tongue, but you get it in the end, haha. If you browse the comments section of any Monsta X blog post/MV/variety show, I guarantee you will read more comments indicated along the lines of Monsta X deserves their first win, and this is because despite debuting in 2015, the boys have not yet won an award at any music
show. We as a collective fandom are quite small, and Monsta X underwent a pretty significant change in style in 2016 that caused fandom to shrink (no judgment, you have to follow music tastes) so making a breakthrough on price shows has been extremely difficult. So if you decide to stan Monsta X, or you just end up enjoying their music, I hope you will help us Monbebes support our precious boys when they finish their current tour and begin new promotions! _____________________✮┘ ✮ ┐ ✮ 손
__________________________________________________┌________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Main
Dancer, Lead Vocalist Birthday: June 18, 1992 Zodiac characters: Gemini Height: 181cm (5'11) Weight: 74 kg (163 lbs) Blood Type: O ↬ Personality Avg. He is the oldest and most responsible member; often referred to as the father because of his sweet temperament and his loving way of managing the members. He's a gentle giant. He has always been an avid dancer and fitness enthusiast. He is a bit of an awkward bear around people outside his group and close circle of friends; Fortunately, people still find him very polite and accommodating despite his size and
discomfort. You can often see him comforting other members or letting them above him. He puts up with a lot of nonsense, but he's too relaxed to rush.  is not a very strict leader, but he does not need to be; his members all love him and listen to everything he says :')  Literally do not react to anything; nothing phases him, do not jump scares, not his members, does not fire works on stage .... ↬ appearance  key function: smiley eyes / mouth  face: oval-shaped; heavy facial features; the mouth is a pretty cupid bow, but small : One of the highest members; have bulky
muscles; has wide shoulders, a long torso and buff arms; his legs are extremely muscular Avg. Wonho Avg. Full Name: Lee Ho-seok (Avg.), Shin Ho-seok (Avg.) since his ulzzang days Position: Lead Vocalist, Visual Birthday: March 1, 1993 Zodiac Characters: Pisces Height: 178cm (5'10) Weight: 73kg (161lbs) Blood Type: B ↬ Personality  1/3 of fools line (stupid) Avg. Literally trust goals. Avg. is a gym rat that is proud AF of his body and literally shows it off as often as possible (aka in every fucking choreo).  has a MACHO MAN scene persona (excessive lip
biting/winking, flashing abs, powerful dance style), but is a precious, giggling mess in real life. actually girlfriend who mentions us 24/7 and always thank fans whenever possible. Posts a lot of selfies and things that tell fans to eat well/sleep/be happy. Sah cute! The highkey is an actual child who goofs off 24/7 and cracks himself up with his own jokes. Love to harass I.M, Kihyun and Hyungwon (all of love, of course).  Catch him throwing hearts and bending every time he sees a camera or a fan. ↬ Appearance Avg. Key Feature: Abs (lol kidding), elf ears (top of ears folded
outwards) Avg. Face: Long face; wide set of eyes and long nose; upper and lower lip and both very full; the mouth appears in the corners like a cat, especially when he smiles / smirks; super pale and has flawless skin Avg. Body: Naturally lean body type, but he works out to be more bulky (his pecs is friggin large); muscles are pronounced, but soft appearance (if it makes sense); thicc (I have to stop omg haha) Avg. Minhyuk Avg. Full Name: Lee Min-hyuk (Avg혁) Position: Vocalist, Visual, Face of the Group Birthday: 3rd November 1993 Zodiac characters: Scorpio
Height: 178.8cm (5'10) Weight: 64kg (141 lbs) Blood Type: A ↬ Personality  2/3 of fools line (dumber)  Honestly ... Who knows what's going on with this boy half the time? Avg. Monsta X's moodmaker!!! Literally everyone thinks he's just the sweetest thing. The members refer to him as very bright and happy. A real puppy who is loyal as and loves its members more than anything else in the world. It's a good thing he's so cute because honestly he's kind of an idiot sometimes :') Avg. Scream and honk nonsense all the time; it's hard for him to sit still for too long Of time,
he is a little ball of overexcitable sunshine. Catch him bouncing off the walls and clinging to his members like a fucking koala. ↬ appearance  Key Function: Toothy grin Avg. Face: Sharp of cheekbones and jaw line; his smile lines (eyes and around the mouth) and wrinkles between his forehead are already very prominent when he makes some exaggerated facial expressions; really prominent eye bags (natural aegyo) Avg.: Really delicate and wiry build; have thin legs, many fangirls are jealous tbh; all sharp angles, especially shoulders  Kihyun Avg. Full name: Yoo Kihyun (Avg.) Position: Main Vocalist Birthday: November 22, 1993 Zodiac characters: Sagittarius Height: 176cm (5'9) Weight: 64kg (141 lbs) Blood Type: B ↬ Personality Avg. Fans have called him mom of the group; Kihyun does most of the fussing and counseling of the group members; love to baby I.M Avg. Highkey passive aggressive; there is a lot of feist wrapped in a very smol human. Throws shade and no one tells him to pick it up because he runs this house lol; catch him happy laughing at other members accidents :')  Not good at controlling his facial expressions;
when he is confused or nauseous .... it shows. The others are very high key with their stupid antics, but with Kihyun it's always really out of the blue and startlingly ridiculous for him lol. Just like... bursts into song at random times; catch him riffing in the waiting rooms as there is nothing. Avg. Price,the squishy stuff, but becomes difficult when he himself has to act sweet. ↬ Appearance Avg. Key Feature: Cat eyes (and death glare lol) Avg. Face: Heart shaped and small; really sharp nose and jaw line; quite severe monolid and oblique eyes; curl between the lower lip and
chin is very deep / pronounced; thin lips and freakishly perfect teeth Avg. Body: Shortest member; he is literally just small in every way (lost a lot of weight recently and freaked us all out, including Wonho); arms are very delicate looking, but the legs are surprisingly strong Avg. Hyungwon Avg. Full Name: Chae Hyung-won (Avg.) Position: Lead Dancer, Vocalist, Visual Birthday: January 15, 1994 Zodiac Characters: Capricorn Height: 181cm (5'11) Weight: 64kg (141 lbs) Blood type: O ↬ Personality  A diva, tbh. Avg. Love sleep and food above all else, so relatable :')  The
quietest member during all different shows or interviews; doesn't really like getting involved in games or competitions, his personality is too apathetic to be at all competitive. But he is either hardcore judging his members or looking like the biggest fool of them all. He just throws his long limbs around and does weird dances or poses when he's at a loss for something else to do. Claps like stupid seal when he is happy or entertained, and it is simultaneously fun and endearing; laughing with his whole body Avg. Famous for being a meme; you've probably seen the gif of him
sassily sipping his starbucks, it's circulated literally everywhere. He sighs a lot, but don't let him fool you, he loves his boys with all his heart. ↬ appearance  Key function: Pouty lips Avg. Face: Small face along with great features; eternally looking tired due to large hanging eyes; large, pouty mouth; resting expression looks / sad due to the combination of pursed lips and narrower eyes... pls give him a chance :') Avg. Body: Highest member; literally a stick, he has the model body; all gangly limbs (a giraffe tbh); There is not an ounce of fat on this boy's body despite the fact
that he eats 25/8 Avg. Jooheon Avg. Vocalist Birthday: October 6, 1994 Zodiac characters: Weight Height: 177 cm (5'10) Weight: 65kg (143 lbs) Blood Type: O ↬ Personality Avg. Honest an anomaly; 50% badass rapper and 50% aegyo KING!  Literally lives and breathes aegyo; he is a natural at it, something you might not immediately guess if you've just seen his stage persona in action. The extremely swaggy and likes to throw around the English slang he has picked up from his personal studies and his bff Jackson over in Got7. Avg. love hip hop and is about as anticolorist as they come; My African-American friend Joyce likes to joke that there's a little black soul trapped inside this Korean boy.  is very tough, but is secretly too sweet and easily intimidated for its own good; shouts a lot and is really kicked up when frightened or upset  Protective AF of his members and his friends, and he can be very intimidating despite his gentle, sociable personality. Some people also find him in your face first, because of how serious he is in his rap and how tall he is. ↬ appearance Avg. Key Function: Dimples Avg. Face: Round Face; really small
eyes (they almost disappear when he smiles); full cheeks with dimples that appear literally every time he moves his mouth; also has a perfect cupid bow, but in profile his upper lip sticks out much more than Shownu's; not really a facial function, but he wears snapbacks 98% of the time  Body: Always retains a certain level of thickness in the thighs; however, total weight/appearance turns leave me believing that he has a mesomorph body type (naturally retains some muscles but loses/gains weight easily); I suggest looking more at his attitude for identification, he wears
himself with his shoulders a little chopped and has some sway/ bounce to his turn Avg. I.M Avg. Name: Im Chang-kyun (Avg. Position: Lead Rapper, Vocalist, Maknae Birthday (Y.M.D): 26 January 1996 Zodiac characters: Aquarius Height: 175 cm (5'9) Weight: 65kg (143 lbs) Blood Type: O ↬ Personality  3/3 of fools line (stupidest) Avg. He is extremely shy around people he does not know (who is not fans), so he often comes off as cold or abhorrent when people first see/meet him. He's not cold, I promise he's actually a girlfriend. He had a hard time finding his place in
the group, which is why he still hesitates to make new friends. Literally the politest thing alive. When he warms up, he is literally the biggest loser on the planet; the boy has zero shame and constantly emabarrases himself (members lose their shit all the time, it's great) One who sees group interactions will be able to pick him out as maknae; definitely part of the evil macabre movement, but his members all still tease him and dote on him in equal numbers. Usually gets his way if he whines hard enough because his members are hashtag whipped. Avg. Fluent English
Speaker; deadass see his face every time he must listen to Minhyuk happy slaughter English, you will die laughing! ↬ Appearance Avg. Key Feature: Manly's Nose Avg. Face: Hard to describe, a little common at first glance (he's my bias, not @me); soft features; the nose is very straight and just a little too big for his face (it's charming fite meh); small mouth; soft eyes that have a downward tilt in the corners : All legs; seriously, he has these long ass, thin legs that he travels all over all the time; definitely healthy, but very soft compared to the rest of his angular or built
members; have a small bubble butt; his shoulders are naturally wide, exercising is not really his thing haha Avg. Quick Review  So you have met the members, but now I want to give you a chance to get to know the faces and voices before they start moving all over the place (because they don't sit still I swear). I have three special clips for you to watch, these are all sorts of cheesy and very gentle songs for Monsta X, but you can somehow familiarize yourself with them a little! ↬ honest left to right: Shownu, Minhyuk, Kihyun, Jooheon, Wonho, I.M, Hyungwon ↬
Sweetheart Left to Right: Wonho, I.M, Kihyun, Hyungwon, Minhyuk, Jooheon, Shownu ↬ [White Love| Jooheon (chunky pullover, write something), Minhyuk (turtleneck), Wonho (blue fringe), Hyungwon (layered brown coats), Vistu (flannel jacket), Kihyun (Pink hair), I.M (grey coat)
_______________________________________✮_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ┌─ ✮ ───┐ Music Videos ✮─ ─┘ Ok, so remember how before I said Monsta X underwent a major change in 2016 musically? Well their concepts really evolved as well. In 2015, they debuted as a hip
hop group whose music featured heavy beats and powerful choreo. This continues for their comeback 'Rush', and it really solidified their manly image. In 2016, however, the group took a whole new direction, starting a series of comebacks titled 'The Clan'. The power was still there, but the boys had become a little more in their musical style and their MVs were much more artistic and involved actual stories. Their main theme has always been rebellion and youth and brotherhood against a cruel world, they just became a little less flashy and a little more elegant. Avg. 2015
Avg. Trespass [Rush| Rush (Perf. Ver.) Hero (B Track) Avg. 2016 Avg. [All i| All in (Perf. Ver.) Fixed (B Track) Fighter Fighter (Perf. Ver.) Avg. 2017 Avg. Beautiful Beautiful (Perf. Ver.) Shine Forever Newton (Summer Single) Avg. Special Clips Avg. Literally the kings of self-cameras, they give the people what they want. Perfect Girl (Self Cam) Gone Bad (Self Cam) Unfair Love (Self Cam) Rollercoaster (Self Cam) Beautiful (Acoustic) [Need U (Self Cam)| ⋆ Dance Practices ⋆ Hero [Amen (Minus I.M)| All In Stuck (B Track) [Fighter| Beautiful Shine Forever
___________________⋆✮⋆___________________ ┌─ ⋆✮ ───┐ Discography └─── ✮⋆ ─┘ ⋆ 2015 ⋆ ↬ Debut: Trespass ↬ 2nd Mini Album: Rush ⋆ 2016 ⋆ ↬ The Clan, Part 1 Lost ↬ The Clan, Part 2 Guilty ⋆ 2017 ⋆ ↬ The Clan, Pt. 2.5 The Final Chapter ↬ Japanese Debut ↬ Shine Forever A repackaged album of The Clan Pt. 2.5, featuring the original tracks and two new songs ___________________⋆✮⋆___________________ ┌─ ⋆✮ ───┐ Reality Shows └─── ✮⋆ ─┘ ⋆ NO. MERCY ⋆ Dette er realityshowet som skapte Monsta X. Jeg advarer deg nå , this is
rough to look at. Filmed elimination style, No Mercy begins with 13 trainees fighting for an unknown number of spots in starship upcoming boy group. It's relentless and cruel, but you'll see the boys grow enormously. They weren't always the polished idols they are now, not even CLOSE. Despite being associated with several other trainees, I truly believe that they chose the right members for Monsta X. Quite frankly, this show is not necessary for you to get to know the members, but I know that some people feel the need to see the origin story. YouTube Playlist: No Mercy
(Full Eng Subs) Avg. Deokspatch, Deokspatch is a series of short videos showing the members of Monsta X completing challenges, goofing off, and just being their extra self. This is a very good one to get to know their personalities and relationships between the individual members. Super light hearted and good for a laugh, and each episode is relatively short. It is divided into 3 different seasons: ↬ Deokspatch has all No Mercy trainees. Filming takes place during the show, it shows us the cheerful side of the boys. It was released as part of the campaigns for Trespass. ↬
DeokspatchX Monsta X is now fully formed and consists of the seven members. This season revolves around them recreating several different challenges and popular shows, and there is a lot of screaming involved. ↬ DeokspatchX² The deadass send Monsta X to school, uniforms and everything. This season the boys follow through their school day and show them to complete several different challenges and honestly.... it's literally just them throwing picture out of the window and making fun of themselves.... Brilliant! YouTube Playlist: Deospatch (Full Eng Subs) Avg.
1theK RIGHT NOW Avg. No playlist, so I'm just going to give you the first episode and you should be able to find the rest. Got English submarines! Combo of filming their everyday life (they struggle 25/8 lol) and occasional challenges or activities. LONG EPISODES; SAVE THIS FOR WHEN YOU HAVE SOME FREE TIME TO WATCH AN EPISODE Episode 1  Monsta X-Ray  You'll need to download the Vlive app to watch this and do some scrolling until you find episode one, but so far it's been season one (complete with submarines) and season two is in progress right
now. Titled X-Ray because it gives you x ray vision to look into the lives and personalities of Monsta X. LONG EPISODES; SAVE THIS FOR WHEN YOU HAVE SOME FREE TIME TO WATCH AN EPISODE __✮&✮ AND IT BRINGS US TO THE END. Of course, this is not all there is to see about Monsta X, but this is all you need to get to know them. I hope you were able to watch a video or listen to some music, because they are quite talented. Until next time lovies ~ xx Ryan Ryan
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